
Get high quality video and audio evidence, enhanced run-time,  
configurable identification indicators, pre-recording up-to two minutes 
leading up to an event, automatic trigger functionality and secure,  
encrypted end-to-end wireless uploads with the FOCUS X2. 

The FOCUS X2 Body Camera represents the 
latest advancements in power management, 
comfortably meeting full-shift expectations 
and on-duty HD recording requirements.

Safe Fleet® FOCUS® X2™

Extended Run-Time Body Camera

Easy to Use
The FOCUS X2 Body  
Camera has incredible  
ease-of-use features 
including automatic dynamic 
lighting adjustments, an 
instant status notification 
display, image stabilization 
and audio-only recording. 

Integrates with existing 
Safe Fleet Systems
The FOCUS X2 features 
enhanced integration with 
existing Safe Fleet solutions, 
including In-Car Video  
Systems and a wide range  
of accessories.  

Mobile App Functionality
Conveniently access features 
of your body camera with the 
FOCUS Mobile App (FMA), 
for increased operational 
efficiency while in the field. 
Available on both iOS and 
Android devices. 
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Safe Fleet® FOCUS® X2™

In-Vehicle Device Integration

Get full compatibility with 
Safe Fleet in-car video systems, 
mobile devices and laptops 
for  viewing, tagging and 
uploading evidence.

Wi-Fi Evidence Upload

Upload evidence and download 
configurations reliably and 
automatically using the Safe 
Fleet Smart Cloud, powered by 
Microsoft Azure® Government.

Enhanced Data Security

X.509 certificate-based 
authentication to grant 
access to cloud services/
encryption with the AES-256 
encryption standard. 

Seamless Device Usage

Configure to notify the user  
of camera status via vibration, 
audible or LED modes. 

Gain Additional Perspective

Capture video from optimal 
positions with an optional clip-
on lens, which can also be used 
to start/stop recording and mute 
audio recording as necessary. 

Increased Ease of Movement

Flexible mouting and camera 
options that easily and securely 
attach anywhere on a uniform, 
vest or Molle loop. 

Get intuitive and seamless 
product adoption with an 
incredible array of configurable 
identification indicators

Gain seamless functionality 
with automated, remote 
vehicle sensor triggers such 
as light bars, sirens and doors 

Ensure your device lasts as 
long as you do with full-shift 
battery life – up to 14 hours

Make it easier to capture detailed, high quality evidence throughout an entire shift


